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Synopsis: 
The servo controller can be used to control any servo motor using any microcontroller or PC with two open 
output I/O pins.  The panning assemble (sensor mount and servo) has no limitations on the mounting, 
orientation, or the applicable it is integrated into or on.  The information and designs in this document  can be 
used on anything from autonomous robots and remote-controlled devices to industrial automation.  These 
designs also utilize only easily acquired, inexpensive materials and components.  The servo driver program and 
its header file, plus the servo calibration/testing programs are included in text of this document.  There should 
also be a compressed file with the electronic version of this document containing the programs and a simple 
mapping program. 
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1. Sonar Mounting Bracket 

1.1  Building the Sonar Mounting Bracket 
The supplies needed for this are… 
Most Important Items: 
 Common Sense (don’t get hurt, it is just an inanimate, lifeless object in the big picture) 
 SAFETY GLASSES !!!!  (Blind is forever!) 
Materials: 
 1/8th inch thick Lexan – at least a 2”x 2” square – 2.5” x 2.5” will give you some “working” room. 
 1/16th, 1/4th, 1/8th, and 5/16th inch diameter drill bits 
 2 – 1/8th inch diameter bolts with matching nuts and non-conductive washers 
Tools: 
 Handheld Rotary Tool e.g. Dremel Moto-Tool 
 Drill Press 
 Small File 
 Various Screwdrivers 
 

NOTE:  You can use either the drill press in the machine shop or a handheld rotary tool (Dremel Moto-
Tool.)  If you have access to both that is the fastest way to get this done.  Use the drill press to drill the 
holes and the Dremel type tool to widen, grind, and shape the portions that don’t quite align, or need 
more clearance i.e. the hole for the sonar wiring. 

 
The material used for this mount must be a flexible plastic material.  I have only found two such materials that 
are readily available, Lexan and Acrylic.  I used Lexan.  You CAN NOT use Plexiglas for this.  Plexiglas will 
explosively shatter if you try and bend it as we will.  Figure 1a is an enlarged version of the template that is 
used to greatly simplify the construction of the bracket, while Figure 1b shows the pattern to scale. 
 

 
Figure 1a.  Sonar Bracket Template, NOT TO SCALE! 
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Additional figures showing views of the sonar bracket not included in this section on its construction are 
included in Appendix A. 
 

 
Figure 1b.  Sonar Bracket Template to scale, NOT the template. 

 
The easiest way for you to make an exact replica of the sonar mount I have designed is to print the 1-to-1 
template in this document.  The template MUST be printed on standard 8.5” x 11” US letter size paper, without 
any scaling.  After you have printed the template use a rule to see if the two inch long dimension is exactly two 
inches on the print out.  If it is not check the options and advanced settings for the printer, in a worst case create 
your own template via cut and paste and by scaling the two inch dimension to be two inches when measured on 
the screen (viewed at 100%).  There are two copies of the pattern on template, cut out one of the patterns, and 
tape it to the piece of Lexan.  There is one semi-preliminary step, you need to cut the piece of Lexan to be 
1.875-inches wide by 2-inches long.  Tape the template to the Lexan and cut along the lines.  If you are using 
the band saw in the machine shop and the straight edge guide is attached (or available, it has been broken) then 
use this to guide the piece, but keep in mind that the piece of Lexan you are starting with is most likely a scrap 
and is not perfectly square.  You just sawed through the template, cut out the other copy and tape it to the 
1.875”x 2” piece.  Using the sheet metal bender (also called sheet metal brake), Figure 2, slip the Lexan 
between the tapered “teeth” and the bottom plate of the bender.  The teeth must be wider than the piece you are 
bending, so add teeth if necessary.  The large, non-solid tooth is for adding bends to an already bent piece of 
metal, DO NOT use this tooth to bend the Lexan.  It is not as rigid as the solid teeth and you could damage the 
tooth (and/or tool) if your bending Lexan with it.  Pull the lever on the left of the bender attached to the section 
holding the “teeth” to clamp the Lexan tightly in place. 
 

NOTE:  The gap between the teeth and the bottom can be adjusted using the “gap” adjustment screws, 
Figure 2, the Lexan is slightly too thick which makes the clamping operation not quite lock into place, so 
you will need to hold the clamping lever tight once the Lexan is properly aligned. 

 
The edge of the “teeth” should come right up to and cover the line indicating were the bend is to be made.  
Holding the clamp lever tight, grab the lever attached to the hinged front “lip” of the bender, lift it applying 
slow steady pressure to bend the Lexan into a right angle. 
 

NOTE:  You may need to move the hinge lever arm’s stop back one hole to let you bend a right angle.  
This stop is located on the right-hand side pivot of the hinge lever, it is a small pin. 
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You will need to use your best judgment as to when you have created a right angle in the Lexan.  The Lexan has 
some flex to it so you’ll need to use a little finesse to get it to 90-degrees. 
 

 

 Gap Adjustment Screws 

 Clamping Lever 

 Bend Levers 

Bend Levers 
Stop-Pin 

 Solid Tooth

Figure 2.  Sheet metal brake (bender) used to bend the Lexan. 
 

NOTE:  Once the Lexan is bent in to a right angle you can bend it small amounts to get the “fine-
tuning” of the angle using just your hands. 

 
On the template I have marked the bottom hole for mounting the sonar to the bracket, but not the upper hole.  
There is a small amount of variation in the location of each hole, so one hole can be drilled (use 1/8th inch 
diameter drill bit) and then the location of the other hole can be marked and drilled.  Now, use a 5/16th inch 
diameter drill bit to drill the hole in the horizontal portion of the mount so that the screw that holds the servo 
armature (that is attached to the sonar mount) to the servo motor shaft can pass through. 
 
To attach the servo armature to the mounting bracket use a rule to draw a guide line that divides the bottom of 
horizontal portion in half lengthwise.  
 

NOTE: Draw the line on the underside of the horizontal piece, because the bend takes up part of this 
surface on the top side. 

 
Set the lip of the servo armature in the 5/16th inch diameter hole in the horizontal portion and line it up along the 
line you just drew.  Holding the 1/16th inch diameter drill bit by hand use it to drill enlarge the middle hole 
(there are usually three holes on each side of armature this shape) and mark the spot to drill on the Lexan, 
Figure 3.  After doing this for both sides, set the armature aside and use the Dremel type rotary tool or a drill 
press to drill the 1/16th inch diameter holes through the horizontal portion of the sonar mounting bracket.  The 
screws I used were ones I had lying around, Figure 4.  Use a coarse large threaded screw, and of course as small 
as you can since you have very limited space on the armature. 
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Figure 3.  Enlarging the middle hole on the right-side of the armature AND marking the point to drill on 

the bracket. 
 

 
Figure 4.  Screw used to attach the servo armature to the sonar bracket, 1/10th inch diameter thread-to-
thread, 0.08-inch diameter shaft (threads not measured).  This is an example of what to use, not a detail 

specification of what to use. 
 
The plastic the armatures are made from is stiff, but can be compressed in to a worthless “mush” if you screw 
the screw down too tightly.  The Lexan and screw are much harder materials, Figure 5, shows how the armature 
plastic starts to change color when it is tightened too much.  A little bit is ok but you want as little discoloration 
as possible, while still achieving a secure, tight mating of the parts. 
 

 
Figure 5.  The white “spot” above the screw indicates that the armature is being deformed by the screw, 

and that it must not be tightened any more. 
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1.2  1-to-1 Sonar Mounting Bracket Template 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Print on standard US Letter size paper (8.5” x 11”) using no scaling.  If it prints with gray backgrounds behind the templates 
adjust the advanced properties of the printer to the highest DPI setting available or use a printer capable of a higher DPI. 
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2. Servo  

2.1  Servo Control – Basic Background 
To understand the purpose of the servo control circuit it is beneficial to go over the operation, control and 
mechanical, of a standard servo motor, Figure 6.   
 

The following section is largely paraphrased and/or directly quoted from “What’s a servo: A quick 
tutorial” available at http://www.seattlerobotics.org/guide/servos.html by the Seattle Robotics 
Society. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Standard Servo. 

 
The servo is a self contained motor and motor control unit.  Servo motors are generally utilized for precise 
rotational movements and actuation that require positional awareness i.e. is it extended or retracted, on or off, 
left or right, etc.  A standard servo has three wires running in to it, +Volts, Ground, and a Control.  The servo 
receives a constant series of pulses on the control line.  The duration that the pulse is high (duty cycle) sets the 
angle the servo turns to.  If the high time (duty cycle) is constant the servo stays at its present orientation.  
Figure 7, shows this concept.  These pulses are taken in by the control circuit inside the servo itself.  This 
circuitry seeks to match the incoming pulse length.  It does this by turning the motor, which turns the integrated 
potentiometer, Figure 8, changing the resistor till the internal pulse matches the external pulse coming in on the 
control wire.  This timing and control is clearly and precisely described in this excerpt from the Seattle Robotics 
tutorial,  
 

“How do you communicate the angle at which the servo should turn?  The control wire is used to 
communicate the angle.  The angle is determined by the duration of a pulse that is applied to the control 
wire.  This is called Pulse Coded Modulation.  The servo expects to see a pulse every 20 milliseconds 
(.02 seconds).  The length of the pulse will determine how far the motor turns.  A 1.5 millisecond pulse, 
for example, will make the motor turn to the 90 degree position (often called the neutral position).  If the 
pulse is shorter than 1.5 ms, then the motor will turn the shaft to closer to 0 degrees.  If the pulse is 
longer than 1.5ms, the shaft turns closer to 180 degrees.” 
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Figure 7.  Pulse to Rotation Angle Example. 

 
 

 

Potentiometer
Motor

Gears, which link the motor’s rotation 
directly to the potentiometer’s rotation 

 Case 

Figure 8.  A Disassembled Servo. 
 
The reasons for using servos are varied.  Their major advantages are their built-in controllability, affordability, 
availability, and their strength.  For their size servo motors can exert an impressive amount of torque.  The exact 
servo I used to in this project was the least expensive standard servo available at the local HobbyTown USA 
hobby shop, a Hitec HS-311, which cost $9.99.  This model can rotate slightly more than 180 degrees and 
produces 42 ounce-inches of torque (remember torque for full size devices is measured in foot-pounds).  This 
particular model came with four different armatures that could be attached to the output shaft, four rubber shock 
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absorbing mounts with brass liners, four screws for mounting, one shaft screw for attaching the armature to the 
motor shaft.  All of the parts that came with the Hitec HS-311 are shown in Figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 9.  Hitec HS-311 servo and all the included “accessories.” 

 

2.2  Servo Control Circuit 
Since the servo needs to receive a continuous pulse train a separate control circuit was constructed to control the 
servo.  The reason for this is that with the limited resources of the processor and motherboard an un-interrupted 
pulse train can not be guaranteed.  By using a separate self-contained pulse generator we can eliminate the 
possibility of an interruption of the pulse train. 
 
The original circuit for the servo controller comes from the Seattle Robotics Society (this group is a wealth of 
straight forward economical robotics tips).  The circuit utilizes two 555 timers.  One is used to set the 
“fundamental” frequency; 50 Hz is standard for servos.  The other is used to augment the duration the pulse is 
high.  Since the second timer is actually triggered by the first, the second timer’s high state “adds” to the high 
pulse of the first.  This allows the duty cycle to be adjusted between 1ms and 2ms.  The original design by 
Werner Soekoe, http://www.seattlerobotics.org/encoder/200210/servoex/ServoExcerciser.htm, is intended for 
use in testing servos for functionality and rotational range.  The circuit uses a 556 integrated circuit, which is 
simple a dual 555 timer package.  I have modified the circuit to allow it to be controlled via a computer and/or 
microcontroller.  Figure 10, shows the original circuit as available at the website listed above. 
 
To make the circuit interface with a computer device I searched for a digital replacement for the analog 
potentiometer, R4.  I found the perfect replacement in the form of the DS1669, a digital rheostat/potentiometer 
produced by Maxim-IC (http://www.maxim-ic.com/quick_view2.cfm/qv_pk/2748).  Maxim-IC was gracious 
enough to provide me with 10 copies of the 10kΩ version.  In addition, Maxim-IC also produces an ultra-low 
voltage CMOS 556 timer IC, which they provided 15 copies of all as free engineering samples.  The adjusted 
circuit as constructed and interfaced to the robot is shown in Figure 11. 
 

TIP: It is free and easy to set up an account with Maxim for requesting engineering samples.  They are 
very gracious in allowing students to request samples, which are they provide and ship for free.  Just do 
not abuse there generosity.  Fairchild Semi-Conductors used to do the same thing, but will no longer do 
so for students. 
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NOTE: The analog 50kΩ potentiometer controls the master frequency of the circuit.  This is used to tune 
the circuit to produce a 50 kHz “baseline” frequency.  The digital potentiometer is used to adjust the 
duty cycle of the 50 kHz “baseline.” 

 

 
Figure 10.  The original servo tester circuit controlled by the hand adjusted potentiometer, R4. 

 
The DS1669 is especially well suited for interfacing to a microcontroller/processor because it has a pin 
specifically for increasing the resistance value one step at a time, a pin for decreasing the resistance value one 
step, and a pin for use with a microcontroller/processor to allow both increasing and decreasing of the resistance 
via a single input.  In our case we use the separate increment and decrement pins, since we must know exactly 
what the resistance value is and using the single pin control cannot allow us to track whether we are 
incrementing or decrementing.  

2.2.1  Digital Control – Triggering Limits & Techniques 
It is not necessary to “trigger” the pin n-times to reach the min or max resistance value.  If the up or down step 
pin is held low (it is active low) for 7.3 seconds the wiper will travel through all 64 increments (min to max or 
max to min.)  So regardless of what the current position might be if a 7.3 second long pulse is applied to either 
the increment (Up-pin) or decrement (Down-pin) pin, you will cause the servo to rotate fully to the left (Down-
pin active for 7.3 seconds) or fully to the right (Up-pin active for 7.3 seconds).  A single pulse must be at 
greater than 1ms and less than 1 second, to move a single step.  Pulses must be separated by at least 1ms in 
order to register as separate pulses; otherwise they will be registered as a single continuous pulse.  Appendix C 
contains a flowchart for controlling the resistance using two “buttons.”  The pros and cons of these two methods 
for traversing the resistance values are covered in Section 4.1 Servo Driver (Servo Calibration Software) 
which MUST be referenced before attempting any programming.  The schematic shown in Figure 11 shows the 
556 dual timer IC as to separate units each representing one of the timers, although the pin numbers are still for 
the 14-pin dual package.  To avoid any confusion because of this representation, Figure 12, shows the circuit 
with the 556 IC “as packaged.” 
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Figure 11.  Schematic of the Servo Controller with the digital potentiometer, R4, included allowing 

control via a microprocessor. 
 
 

 
Figure 12.  Schematic of the Servo Controller using the actual 14-pin package of the 556 dual timer IC. 
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2.2.2  Servo Control Circuit Construction – Hints & Tips 
To build the circuit I highly suggest looking at the original one I built.  It can be easily detached from the 
robot’s top plate to allow you to look at the underside.  Figure 13 shows the key components, “nodes”, wires, 
and the pin IDs for the servo header (color-coded to match servo wires). 

 
Figure 13.  Top-view of the Servo Control Circuit, with inputs, outputs, and key components labeled.  
 
NOTE: The servo controller is still tethered to the parallel port on the robot so move/twist it around as 
little as possible.  You can disconnect it from the parallel port by using a set of small needle nose pliers.  
To push the pin back out of the parallel port connector with the pliers, squeeze them closed and use the 
flat tip of the closed pliers to gentle push the pin out, Figure 14. 

 
The parts I used are listed in Table 1.  There is no particular brand or type for the standard resistors and 
capacitors.  Just check the actual value on them prior to soldering them down, and if it is more than ±10pF for 
the capacitors and ±10Ω on the resistors 10kΩ and lower resistors. 
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Table 1.  Circuit Component Parts List 
Schematic ID Component Quantity Value/Part # Notes 

R1 Resistor 1 3.9 kΩ  
R2 Variable Resistor 1 50 kΩ standard analog 15-turn potentiometer 
R3 Resistor 1 8.2 kΩ  
R5 Resistor 1 200 Ω  
R6 Resistor 1 100 kΩ  
C1 Capacitor 1 220 nF  

C2 & C4 Capacitor 2 10 nF  
C3 Capacitor 1 100 nF  

U1 IC 1 xx556 dual 555 timer package, common part 
numbers are: ICM7556, NE556, and LM556

U2 (R4) IC (Variable Resistor) 1 DS1669 - 10 kΩ see Section 5.2  Digital Potentiometer 
Maximum Resistance

 
 

 
Figure 14.  Pushing a parallel port pin back out with using a pair of small pliers squeezed shut. 

 
NOTE & TIP: The series combination of the 220nF capacitor, C1, and the 3.9kΩ resistor, R1, are the 
critical components for maximizing the amount of rotation you can achieve using a 10kΩ potentiometer, 
R4, (this is the digital potentiometer).  Resistors these days are all very close to 1% tolerance even if 
they are labeled as having a 5% tolerance, but capacitors are not.  If you are not getting the rotation 
you need try a different 220nF capacitor.  See also the important information in Section 5.2. Digital 
Potentiometer Maximum Resistance.

  
As for actually laying out the parts and soldering the circuit, start with the 556 dual timer IC, use very fine 
solder (fine as in small diameter), and a good hot fine tipped soldering iron.  The rest is up to you.  Check out 
the circuit board pictures in the Appendix B of this document for an idea on how to place the components as 
“efficiently” as possible.  Also I found it easier to hold off on solder the sonar ground and +5 volt wires to the 
circuit till I was mounting the sonar to the sonar bracket.  They are easier to connect to the sonar first then to the 
circuit.  If you want to go ahead and attach them, select two pieces of wire at least 10-14 inches long so that you 
will have enough slack to reach the sonar and allow it to pan without restraint (doesn’t pull the wire tight). 
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2.3  Mount the Servo Control Circuit 
 
It is not “required” that the circuit be mounted to the robot before doing sections 2.4 and 
2.5, but it I recommend you do so, to ensure you have long enough wires for section 2.5 
and so that you don’t have a mishap e.g. drop it, yank the wires, short-circuit it, etc. 
 
To mount the servo controller circuit to the top plate of the robot place the circuit board in the location you have 
choose and mark at least two holes.  Use a 1/8th inch diameter drill bit to drill the holes, Figure 15.  Use washers 
to stand the circuit board off from the top plate enough to ensure there will not be any shorts to the top plate.  
Use plastic bolts, and at least one plastic washer as the top washer on the stack to insulate any metal washers 
used to get enough clearance between the top plate and the bottom of the circuit. 
 

NOTE: You can use a metal nut on the plastic bolt, but be very careful to not “crank” the bolt down too 
much.  The metal nut will strip the threads right off the plastic bolt ruining it, and plastic mounting 
hardware is hard to come by and is expensive compared to metal versions.  If you can “undo” a metal 
nut’s damage to a plastic bolt by removing the plastic bolt and threading the metal nut on correctly to 
“re-cut” the damaged threads.  This will only work a few times, before the too much plastic is lost from 
the bolt to allow “repair.” 

 

 
Figure 15.  Servo controller circuit mounting holes and hardware. 

 
TIP:  Plastic washers can be hard to find, as cheap alternative use plastic tubing cut to the desired 
length in place of plastic washers/stand-offs.  This is the same tubing as used for connecting ice makers, 
water filters, etc, see Figure 16a and 16b for a clearer understanding. 
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 Figure 16a.  Example to clarify the size of the  Figure 16b.  View of tubing 
 tubing used and cutting it for use as a stand-off.  used as an insulated stand-off.  
 

2.4  Interfacing the Mounted Servo Controller to the Parallel Port 
There are two wires that must be connected to there parallel port to complete the integration of the servo control 
circuit with the computer i.e. motherboard.  One wire is for stepping the digital pot’s value down and the other 
is for stepping the value up.  The digital pot’s step up and step down pins are active low so use pins 1(C0) and 
14 (C1) since they are inverted control pins, Figure 17.  Use the smallest pair of needle nose pliers you can find 
to fold the flaps on the actual pin across the wire to secure the pin to the wire. 
 

 
Figure 17.  25-pin Female D-type Parallel port [image from http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~ih/doc/par/]. 

 
Using the inverted pins allows you to increment or decrement the resistance in a program by writing a one (1) to 
the pin.  This provides uniformity in the way all the parallel port code uses one (1) to activate/do an operation.  
Figure 18, clearly shows the wires in the proper locations.   

 

 
Figure 18.  Servo controller wires and sonar input (trigger) and output (echo) wires as actually connected 

to parallel port. 
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TIP:  It is much easier to attach the pins to the end of each wire, feed the wire from the parallel port to 
the servo controller’s location, press the pins in to the parallel port connector, and then solder the ends 
to the circuit. 

 

2.5  Servo Armature to Servo Motor Shaft Calibration-Alignment 
This step is CRITICAL!  It should be done prior to mounting the servo to the robot, but can be done afterward 
thought it does mean “undoing” all the mounting work you may have done.  The reason for this 
calibration/alignment step is that we want equal amounts of rotation to the left and right from the centered 
position.  To do this you need to have the servo controller built and either interfaced to the parallel port 
(Recommended Method) or a steady hand and a piece of wire to use as a rudimentary switch by bridging 
between the Up-pin (UC-pin) and ground, then the Down-pin (DC-pin) and ground.  You should read Section 
4.1 Servo Driver (Servo Calibration Software) to familiarize yourself with the simple interactive controls 
used in the servo calibration software. 
 
The small variations in circuit components and such cause each controller circuit and servo “pair” to have 
slightly different properties i.e. number of steps to center, range of motion, “starting” angular offsets, etc.  
Additionally, the servo armature and the servo motor shaft must be aligned so that when the servo turns to face 
straight ahead the sonar (attached to the armature) actually points straight ahead.   
 
First, you need the calibration template that should be in the lab, Figure 19a and 19b.  The protractor and 
pointer are placed on the servo as shown in Figure 19c.  You will want to tape the servo to the top of the robot, 
Figure 20, so that it will stay up right.  You will also want to tape the protractor level and with the cross-hairs 
square (parallel and perpendicular) to the servo’s “body”, Figure 21, before you put the pointer on.  Once the 
servo with the protractor attached is taped down, gentle set the pointer on to the servo motor shaft.  DO NOT 
press it down tight!  It only needs to be pressed on to the shaft with enough force for it to stay level with the 
protractor once your hands are off it.  There will be no force on the pointer and you will need to be able to 
remove it easily with one hand when it comes time to mark the final alignment on the armature and the motor 
shaft. 
 

  
Figure 19a.  Protractor and pointer for calibration.       Figure 19b.  Protractor and pointer “assembled.” 
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Figure 19c.  Protractor and pointer assembled on the servo (ready to calibrate/align). 

 
With the calibration template assembled on the servo and connected, power up the robot.  If you are doing this 
in the AICIP lab wait till the robot is online and connected to the wireless network, otherwise use a network 
cable to attach the robot to the network.  Log on to the robot and open the file browser.  Using the file browser 
to locate the folder called “Parallel” and copy servoCalibration.cpp, Servo.h, Servo.cpp, and Makefile_Servo 
files into the folder. 
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NOTE: You are in the correct “Parallel” folder if it also contains Parallel.cpp, Sonar.cpp, Motor.cpp, 
etc.  If the header files are located in a separate folder, e.g. “include”, place the Servo.h header in there 
as well, and edit Makefile_Servo to look there for the header files.  All of the “Servo” files require 
Parallel.h and Parallel.cpp. 

 
Use the makefile to build the executable, servoCalibration.  Run the program and following the on-screen 
prompt, Figure 22, type ‘D’ and hit ‘Enter’ to have the servo rotate fully to the left, type ‘J’ and hit ‘Enter’ a 
couple times just to be sure it is as far left as it can go. 
 



 
Figure 20.  The servo taped to the robot for stability, and the protractor taped to the servo to so that it 

will stay level. 
 

 

This line should be 
parallel with the sides 

Figure 21.  The crosshair centered at the servo motor shaft should be aligned parallel to the appropriate 
sides of the servo.  The portion of the crosshair that is perpendicular to the annotated line is obscured by 

the pointer in this image, which is why this “centering” should be done before connecting the pointer. 
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Figure 22.  Screenshot of the servo calibration program’s on-screen control prompts. 

 
Now, make a note of the angle the pointer is at and then type ‘U’+Enter, the servo will rotate fully to the right.  
Again, just to be sure type ‘K’+Enter several times and then note the angle. 
 

NOTE:  If the pointer rotates beyond the edge of the protractor in one direction gently lift the pointer off 
the servo motor shaft and replace the pointer so that it is now pointing at least at 5º (safety margin).  
The servo should remained plugged in while doing this, and remember to only press the pointer on tight 
enough for it to stay level.  Now repeat the commands for rotating the servo fully left and fully right.  If 
the pointer stayed “on” the protractor use those angles for the next step, otherwise adjust the pointer 
again on the side it went “off.” 

 
These two angles tell you the actual pan range you have to work with.  For example, in my case after adjusting 
the pointer to stay “on” the protractor I was pointing at about 50º at full left and about 160º at full right, so that 
means I have approximately 110º of rotation.  So a little math, 180º - 110º = 70º, 70º / 2 = 35º, and I now know I 
need to be pointing around 35º when fully to one side.  Since the servo is still fully to one side, again gentle lift 
the pointer off and then place it back on the motor shaft pointing at 35º, Figure 23. 
 

NOTE: The servo motor shaft and the servo armature are ribbed to provide a secure coupling.  This 
means that you will have to “check” to see which “rib-coupling” more closely points to offset you need 
(35º in the example case.) 

 
You should know repeat the steps for panning as far right and as far left as it will go, noting the angle at the 
limits.  Remember to enter to a couple single steps to make 100% certain you are at the extreme.  Make any 
adjustments necessary to get approximately the same measure on both sides.  This probable will mean lifting the 
pointer armature off the servo motor shaft just enough to make the ribs mesh one more to the left and/or right.  
In my case I ended up with 34º on the left and 36º on the right.  At this point, you are now ready to determine 
how many single steps it takes to get the pointer to 90º. 
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Figure 23.  Generic example of the calibration template and servo usage, and the angle my example case 

reached on the left side after getting symmetric “amounts” of pan.  
 

NOTE: You only adjust the pointer at full left or at full right.  You DO NOT adjust the pointer at both 
sides.  You see how close to symmetric you are and pick a side to make the adjustment.  Then pan full 
left, then fully right, or vice versa, noting the effect the change made.  At this point you can make 
another adjustment to the pointer (which should be full left or right). 

 
If you have not already done so, enter Ctrl+‘C’ to end the servo calibration program.  Clear the terminal 
window (type: ‘clear’) and start the program again (type: ‘./servoCalibration’).  First, enter the command to pan 
the servo fully to the left (type: ‘D’+Enter), enter at least two single step to the left commands (type: ‘J’+Enter) 
to be sure.  Now, using the single step to the right command (type: ‘K’+Enter) step the servo to the right until 
the pointer is on 90º.  Be sure to count every single right step.  I would recommend making a mark on piece of 
paper every time you hit ‘K’+Enter, this will also provide a little time between each step for the pointer to 
“settle” down i.e. any bounce to decrease, and ensures the servo has completed its move.  The servo calibration 
program prints out the number of times the single step right has been pressed every other time it is entered (it 
also does this for single steps to the left).  When you reach 90º note how many steps it took, then take one more 
step.  This is just to make sure the previous step was the closest to 90º as possible.  
 

NOTE: The single step left counter and the single step right counter count all the times the command 
was entered since the program was executed.  So for example, the two single step to the left commands 
entered to make sure the servo is far left as it will go will be added to the single step left count until the 
program is exited and restarted (clears both counters). 
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Once you have determined how many steps it takes to go from full left to 90º (centered), continue single 
stepping to the right until you are as far right as the servo can turn.  Make sure to keep track of whether the 
pointer actually moves when you are at or almost at the right-side limit.  Because you can continue to “request” 
steps to the right even when the digital pot is at its limit, it simply won’t respond.  At this point you should have 
two important facts written down (1) the number of steps from full left to 90º (2) the number of steps from full 
left to full right.  Now, restart the calibration program to clear the counters, and repeat the same procedure but 
starting from full right (type: ‘U’+Enter) make sure it is fully right (type: ‘K’+Enter at least twice).  Now count 
how many single step left commands (type: ‘J’+Enter) it takes to reach 90º.  Same as before take one more step 
to make sure the “90º-step” was the closest and then continue counting till you reach the left-side rotation limit.  
You should repeat the full right to center step-count at least two more times to be 100% certain of your count. 
 

NOTE: The reason for counting from both directions is because at the extremes of the resistance range 
of the digital pot (0Ω and 10kΩ) there is the potential that the duty cycle of the servo control signal will 
not change enough (or as “significantly” as mid-range steps)  to cause the servo to rotate.  In my case it 
took 32 steps from full left to reach center, and 31 steps from full right to center, which obviously sums 
to 63.  The digital pot has 64 steps, and therefore can take 63 literal steps (you don’t count the step 
you’re “standing on.”) 

 
TIP:  Make a README file in the “Parallel” folder specific to that robot that contains the number of 
steps from the right to center, the number of steps from left to center, the number of steps from full right 
to full left, and the number of steps from full left to full right. 

 
The benefit to counting how many steps it takes to go from one end of the pan range to the other (from both 
ends) goes back to the fact that you can pan the servo much faster using a while-loop that exits after the 
specified number of steps are made.  You will know use the number of steps from full left to 90º to customize 
the Servo.cpp file. 

2.5.1  “Customize” centerServo Method in Servo.cpp 
The way that I decided to ensure proper centering of the servo was to creating a method whose sole purpose is 
to center the servo.  In this method the first operation is to pan the servo full right, then a using a while-loop 
moves the servo 31 single steps to the left, which is the center in my case.  To make the changes for the robot 
you are working on open the Servo.cpp file that is local on the robot.  Find the method void Servo::centerServo, 
in this method find the while-loop and change the “cut-off” to the number of steps for you to reach center plus 1 
(when starting from the right). 
 

void Servo::centerServo() { 
// NOTE:  Down == Clockwise == Right 
// NOTE:  Up == Counter-Clockwise == Left 
  int Run = 0; 
   
  // Move the servo Left as far as it will go 

this->maxLeft(); 
   
  // Since we now are sure of the servo's orientation we will center it 
  while (Run < 32) { 
    this->stepDown();  Change this to one plus the number of  

 steps from full left to the center.     Run++; 
  } 
  printf("The Servo is now Centered looking forward.\n"); 
} 
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Once you’ve made this change go ahead and rebuild the servo code and run servoCalibration.cpp and type in 
the center command.  If it is centered your done with the pointer armature, if it isn’t than try adding or 
subtracting one more step from the while-loop cut-off. 
 

NOTE:  The “OFFICIAL” procedure for centering the servo is to pan the servo as far to the right as it 
will go, full right, and then use a while-loop to do X single steps to the left to reach center.  This is the 
procedure that will be used on all robots using this servo controller circuit. 
 
NOTE: You just finished “customizing” the centering method for the pointer armature, but you will need 
to adjust the method slightly again for the sonar mounting bracket armature. 

 

2.5.2  Aligning the Servo Armature and the Servo Motor Shaft 
Now that you have the pointer armature on the motor shaft in such a manner that the “amount” of motion is the 
same whether panning to the left or the right, it is time to make the marks that will allow the servo armature 
attached to sonar mount to be seated in the same alignment as the pointer.  This is where it is important that you 
did not press the pointer armature all the way down on the motor shaft earlier.  Figure 24 is an example of what 
the end goal of this step is. 
 

 
Figure 24.  What the alignment marks should be like.  The point of view in this picture has the vertical 

portion of the sonar bracket closest to you.  If the sonar was attached you would be looking at the back of 
it.  Note I took this picture after I mounted the servo, when I was attaching the sonar bracket, so 

everything is “upside down.” 
 
Find a writing utensil with a fine point.  With the servo still plugged in and taped down, gentle ease the pointer 
armature up with one hand, while marking the shaft of the motor with the writing utensil you scrounged up.  
The mark should be in the groove between the ribs on the motor shaft that is closest to the center of the pointer 
armature (the center is in-line with point, remember). 
 

TIP: A fine tip Sharpie marker and/or a mechanical pencil work well.  Ball-point ink pens are NOT 
good for making the marks.  If you use a pencil avoid touching the mark either by taking the armature 
on and off or with your fingers to much or it will rub off eventually.  A pencil is good for starting, but 
make a permanent mark once you are satisfied with the location of the mark. 
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Take the sonar mounting bracket with the armature attached, or if you haven’t built the bracket yet take the 
armature that will be attached to it and with the servo centered (via the software) place the armature gentle on 
the motor shaft.  Use the servo calibration program to sweep the servo through its full range of motion.  Is the 
range still evenly divided?  If it is not then gentle lift the armature and try the one “rib” to the left and/or right.  
Once this armature has a symmetric pan about the center position, make a mark on the armature that matches 
with the mark on the servo motor shaft (these marks should be permanent).  This will be used to make sure the 
sonar bracket is attached correctly to the servo shaft, after the servo is mounted to the robot. 
 

NOTE: In the setup I built, I found that in the centerServo method, the sonar mount armature required 
two steps fewer to reach center than the pointer armature.  That is it took 31 steps for the pointer 
armature to be at 90º, but the sonar bracket armature took only 29 steps.  This is because the “ribs” 
on the “socket” of each armature are not exactly the same orientation.  Equally important, the center 
mark you make on the servo motor shaft will be facing the “inside” of the robot when it is at center.  
The mark on the sonar mounting bracket armature should be on the side closest to the bend in the 
bracket.  Once you are ready to mount the servo and everything is shut down and the battery is 
disconnected, you can turn the motor shaft with your hand or the armature so that you can actually see 
the marks to line up. 

 

3. Mounting Servo to Robot 
When mounting the servo to the robot there are a couple of things to keep in mind.  First the servo with the 
sonar mounting bracket attached can easily block the camera lens.  Second depending on which “side” of the 
sonar mount you attach the sonar to it could extend past the “current front” of the robot, effectively making the 
sonar the “bumper.”  This is easier to see by looking at the sketch in Figure 25.  Both of these potential issues 
were resolved after some careful thought and a little measuring by simply hanging the servo upside down in the 
same cut-out the stationary sonar installation occupied, see Figure 26. 
 

 
Figure 25.  This sketch is to clarify the mounting position of the sonar as well as the position that would 

result in the sonar being the “bumper” of the entire robot. 

Sonar will be the “leading-
edge” of the robot i.e. front 
bumper.  THIS IS BAD! 
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3.1  Pictorial How-to Servo Mounting 
The servo comes with four black rubber “shock-absorbers” and four metal flanged tube segments.  The flanged 
tube segments fit into the black shock absorbers, so that the unthreaded portion of the mounting screws will 
have as little friction as possible.  The black shock absorbers must be squeezed into the four mounting points on 
the actual servo before the flanged tube segments are slipped in.  This is because the rubber pieces must flex to 
fit and the metal tube prevents this movement.  Now, to really get started… 
 

NOTE: You MUST have already determined the optimal location/positioning of the sonar mounting 
bracket armature to the servo motor shaft.  If you have not done this yet see Section 2.5 Servo Armature 
to Servo Motor Shaft Calibration-Alignment. 

 
First take the servo and hold it in the notch were the stationary sonar setup used to be (obviously you should 
have removed it at this point.)  If the servo fits such that the front of the servo’s case is flush with the plastic 
“plate” that is the top of the robot, move on to the next step.  If the servo does not fit flush use a file or handheld 
rotary tool e.g. Dremel Moto-tool (I used one of these), or any small flexible saw, such as a scroll saw or coping 
saw to remove the “bumps” and/or deepen the notch to allow the servo to fit flush with the front edge of the top 
plate.  If this is a brand new robot, then cut out a notch that is deep enough to allow the servo to fit flush with 
the front edge. 
 

TIP:  Use a fine tipped pin or pencil or knife to make an outline around the servo, trying to make the 
line exactly under the servo (not around the servo) then color everything inside this line with a marker 
so that you can cut (file, saw) all the colored spots off. 

 



 
Figure 26.  Mounted servo with sonar mounting bracket and sonar fully assembled.  The servo is flush 

with the front edge of the top plate in this picture, it is an illusion that the servo protrudes past the front. 
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Now to mount the servo, turn it upside down, press it tightly into the notch and press the mounting tabs (with 
“shock absorbers” full assembled) against the underside of the top plate.  Slipped a 1/16 inch diameter drill bit 
in through the hole in each shock and twisted it by hand to mark the location of each hole, Figure 27.  On the 
robot I attached the original prototype to, I marked the four holes and then screwed the mounting screws in with 
out drilling the hole all the way through.  This was possible because the plastic used for the top and bottom 
plates is particularly soft.  You can do the same if you have a soft plastic plate, a screwdriver that is short 
enough to fit between the top and bottom plate, and you can grip the screwdriver tight enough to drive the screw 
through the plate, Figure 28.  If you don’t or you can’t get the screw all the way through, set the servo aside and 
drill the four holes all the way through using the 1/16 inch drill bit. 
 

TIP:  The servo can actually be pressed into the notch right-side-up on the top of the top plate (instead 
of upside down on the bottom of the top plate) to mark the mounting hole.  These can then be drilled 
from the top-side, which is easier if you do not have a drill bit that you can easily hold and twist by 
hand. 

 
NOTE:  If you choose to go straight from marking the holes to screwing the servo down continue to hold 
the servo in the correct orientation, Figure 27, and just screw the screws in through the servo mounts.  If 
you decide to drill by hand you can also continue to hold the servo in place, BUT if you use a power 
drill set the servo aside, drill the holes then pick it back up and screw it down. 
 
NOTE:  You can use a 1/16” or a 5/64” drill bit for these holes. 

 

 
Figure 27.  Marking the location of the pilot holes to drill for the four servo mounting screws. 
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Figure 28.  Screwing the servo to the top plate of the robot.  NOTE: the screwdriver is actually the 

extension from a normal screwdriver that uses standard screwdriver bits. 
 

Once all four mounting screws are in and tight you will probable have an extra quarter inch or more sticking 
through the top of the plate, Figure 29.  This needs to be trimmed off.  There is basically two ways to do this, 
either take a pair of flush cutting pliers and cut the excess off as short as possible, or use a handheld rotary tool 
(Dremel Moto-Tool, which is what I did.)  If you go with the clippers make sure they are for heavy gauge wire 
e.g. household wiring AWG 16, and that they don’t belong to someone who is particularly protective of their 
tools, as cutting screws is not what flush-cutters were intended for.  If you have access to a handheld rotary tool, 
see Figures 30-32, if not then use Figures 30-32 as a guide to what your goal is. 
 

SAFETY WARNING: Clippers will literally shoot the piece being removed like a bullet.  You MUST 
protect your eyes by cupping your hand above the clippers while cutting or with safety glasses. 
Handheld rotary tools pose an eye and inhalation hazard.  Wear safety glasses at all times while using a 
handheld rotary tool and take care not to inhale any of the dust ( use common sense don’t be breathing 
with your face in-line with the tool’s “dust-spray” i.e. note where the dust “trail” is accumulating and 
keep your face out of that “line!”) 
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Figure 29.  The excess length of the servo mounting screws is clearly hazardous to hands and wiring. 

 

 

DON’T BE STUPID 
FOR 30 SECONDS, 

 AND END UP BLIND 
FOR FOREVER!!! 

Figure 30.  Seriously people don’t be stupid, if a metal (or plastic) fragment as small as the tip of a pencil 
ends up in your eye, and then you rub your eye because it bothers you, this embeds the fragment into 

your eye which becomes a blinding cut/scar in your eye or an infection point that destroys the entire eye.  
I was an Emergency Medical Technician before I was an engineer, take my word and WEAR EYE 

PROTECTION! 
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Figure 31.  Cutting the excess portion of the mounting screws with a handheld rotary tool. 

 
 

 
Figure 32.  Close up of cutting the excess off the mounting screws. 
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NOTE: It does take a bit of finesse to remove the screws with out hitting the servo case.  You must hold 
the tool at a very slight angle since the screw head which mounts the cutting disk to the shaft prevents 
you from simple holding it perpendicular to the top plate and slicing the screw off flush.  BE super 
careful to not cut the servo case (you can “bump it” but only as a last resort.)  Whatever you do not 
allow a penetration all the way through the case wall, as you will almost certainly hit an internal 
component. 

 
At this point the servo is fully mounted to the robot and you are ready to attach the sonar mounting bracket. 
 

3.2  Pictorial How-to Sonar Mounting Bracket Installation 
Now that the servo is mounted it is quite simple to attach the sonar mounting bracket.  That is if you took the 
time (like you should have) to find the alignment/orientation of the servo armature to the servo motor shaft so 
that when the armature (sonar) is centered looking forward on the robot you will have equal amounts of rotation 
to the left and right from center, see Section 2.5 Servo Armature to Servo Motor Shaft Calibration-
Alignment.  If you did not do this first your in luck you can still simple unscrew the servo from the top plate 
and do it know.  Just remember which screw came out of which hole, because each shortened screw is only 
going to be flush in the hole it was in when the excess was removed (not that this is crucial it is just a nice 
cosmetic touch.) 
 
Now down to business, take the sonar mounting bracket with the servo armature attached and align the marks 
you made when you did the armature to shaft alignment earlier, Figure 33 and 34. 
 

 
Figure 33.  Align the mark on the servo motor shaft with the mark on the armature attached to the sonar 

mounting bracket. 
 
With the marks aligned and the armature’s hub pressed firmly on to the motor shaft, take the screw that came 
with the servo and screw the sonar mount to the servo, Figure 35. 
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Figure 34.  Close up of the alignment of the armature mark and the motor shaft mark. 

 
 

 
Figure 35.  Screwing the sonar mount to the servo shaft. 
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3.3  Attaching the Sonar to the Sonar Mounting Bracket 
This is very straight forward, but do reference Section 2.4 Interfacing the Mounted Servo Controller to the 
Parallel Port before continuing.  First you need four wires for connecting the sonar.  If you are altering a robot 
that already had a stationary sonar mounted to the front then find four pieces of wire that are at least 10-inches 
long, if this is an all new installation or you are going to completely replace the two wires from the parallel port 
that go to the sonar you will need four wires, two wires at least 12-14-inches long and two 10-inch long pieces.  
There is no exact length, just make sure you have plenty of length to make the connection AND allow for the 
panning.  To be safe I would get four 14-inch or longer pieces of wire and either trim them later, or arrange 
them so that they can freely “feed” in and out during the panning operation.  It is easier to first route the two 
wires from the parallel port through the robot, pull the wires through the hole in the sonar mounting bracket, 
and then solder them to the sonar.  Likewise, the two power wires (from the servo control circuit) should be 
routed through the robot (drill a hole if necessary) and soldered to the sonar.  Before you trim the power wires 
bolt the sonar on to the bracket, and then rotate the servo by hand to see how much excess is needed to ensure 
free rotation.  Add a half inch more to that, then cut off the remainder, and solder the wires to the ground and +5 
volt “nodes” on the servo controller circuit.  The connection holes are identified in Figure 36, double check the 
power wires are correct at both “ends” before powering the robot up.  Be sure to place non-conductive washers 
between the sonar and the mounting bracket.  These are necessary to keep the wires connected to the sonar from 
being pinched and to allow air flow over the circuitry.  The washers have to be non-conductive because they 
will touch multiple circuit components on the back of the sonar and metal washers would short these, Figure 37.  
Finally, use a small zip-tie, or even a twist-tie off a food package, to cinch all four wires together to function as 
a strain-relief. 
 

TIP:  It is much easier to attach the pins to the end of the two parallel port wires, feed the wires from the 
parallel port to the servo controller’s location, press the pins in to the parallel port connector, and then 
solder the ends to the circuit. 

 
NOTE:  The echo pulse wire connect to pin 15 (S3) and the trigger pulse wire connects to pin 8 (D6) on 
the parallel port, see also Figures 17 and 18. 

 
Figure 36.  Connection Schematic for SRF-04 Sonar. 

Image from SRF-04 manual available at [http://www.acroname.com/robotics/parts/R93-SRF04p.pdf] 
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Figure 37.  Close up of the mounting hardware used to attach the sonar to sonar bracket. 
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4. Software 

4.1  Servo Driver (Servo Calibration Software) 
The servo driver is straight forward.  There is a function that steps the digital resistor value up one increment 
(stepUp) and function that steps the digital resistor value down one increment (stepDown).  These two functions 
are used to create three other functions rotate counter-clockwise as far as possible (maxLeft), rotate clockwise as 
far as possible (maxRight), and return to the centered orientation (centered being the sonar looking straight 
forward) (centerServo), see Figure 38 for robot “orientation”. 
 

Counter-
Clockwise ClockwiseFront

Back

Left 
Right

 
Figure 38.  Robot orientation used when referencing clockwise, counter-clockwise, left, and right 

movements of the servo and sonar. 
 
The centerServo, maxLeft, and maxRight functions must be “customized” for each robot i.e. each servo and 
servo controller pair.  Customizing these functions can easily be done while doing the servo armature to servo 
motor shaft alignment/calibration. 
 
The C++ program servoCalibration.cpp should be used to determine several things.  One is what the 
offset/starting angle is when the servo is rotated fully to the right and to the left. 
 

NOTE: By rotated fully, I mean with respect to what the servo controller circuit can produce i.e. when 
the digital potentiometer is at 0Ω and at 10kΩ (if you used a 10kΩ version, see Section 5.2 Digital 
Potentiometer Maximum Resistance.) 
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The servoCalibration program allows you to directly control the servo using the keyboard.  By hitting ‘J’+Enter 
the digital pot is decremented one step i.e. the servo will move one increment to the right, ‘K’+Enter moves the 
servo one increment to the left, ‘U’+Enter moves the servo fully counter-clockwise (left), ‘D’+Enter moves the 
servo fully clockwise (right), and ‘C’+Enter centers the servo (using the settings for the original servo and servo 
controller pair I built.)  This interactive control of the servo is needed for determining the alignment of the servo 
armature with the servo motor shaft so that the range of “pan” is symmetric about the center (sonar would be 
looking straight ahead). 
 
As for using the commands as mentioned in Section 2.2.1 Digital Control – Triggering Limits & Techniques 
the digital pot can return to either the maximum resistance (or the minimum) at any point by simply holding 
stepUp (or stepDown) active for at least 7.3 seconds.  However, if speed of movement is critical it is actually 
much faster to use a while-loop for the number of steps.  For instance, since the pulse must be 1ms with 1ms 
before the next pulse, 64-steps can be made in 128ms, way faster than 7.3 seconds. 

4.2  Histogram In-Motion Mapping (HIMM) 
HIMM makes use of taking multiple sonar readings while in motion.  Since the angle is (or should be) the same 
there is an overlapping of the data and so false returns are suppressed.  Literature that describes the use of 
HIMM almost always uses the technique on a robot that has multiple sonars ringing the robot.  Therefore as the 
robot travels the same object is detected by multiple sonars, each at a different angle.  This is how the false 
returns can be eliminated; essentially think of it as an object has to be detected twice to exist. 
 
We can use HIMM by panning the sonar and taking a range reading at each step.  This provides 64 range 
readings across 110 degrees of rotation (110 degrees for my case).  These range readings are used to fill in an 
occupancy grid representing the “world” with the robot at the center.  The angle of the servo is derived from 
knowing the “starting” offsets when fully left (34º) and right (36º) and that we have 110º of rotation covered by 
64 increments.  We use 64 instead of 63 because we take a reading at the current location, then start taking 
steps.  So each step of the servo changes the angle approximately 1.72 degrees.  Ideally, the sonar would be 
panned 180º, but in my case this was not possible using the 10kΩ digital potentiometer, see Section 5.2 Digital 
Potentiometer Maximum Resistance for details and fix to this problem.  This limitation however is not to 
great an issue when considering the context of the range measurements, which is that the measurements were 
done using the pointer, a virtual needle point compared to the sonar.  So despite the fact that the actual rotation 
range of the servo is only 110º the sonar extends an almost an inch on each side of the pointer.  This means that 
if a line were drawn parallel to the outer edge of the sonar and then a line from the protractor origin to the 
intersection of the first line with the protractor edge will show the effective angle of rotation.  Figure 39 shows 
this much more clearly.  Additionally, the sonar “pings” have a conical beam pattern with a beam width of 55º 
at there -6dB points.  Therefore, if we did in fact turn the sonar to perfect 180º or 0º we would probably receive 
erroneous distance due to the actual robot body. 
 

NOTE:  The “starting” offset angles, the range of rotation, and the angle change per step values that I 
am referring to here are for my particular case.  Each servo and its control circuit will have slightly 
different traits, but will be most likely very similar to the case I have described in this document. 
 
NOTE:  Angle is measured in the classic since, counter-clockwise so starting at full right in my case 
starts with an angle of 36º and panning till fully left ends at 146º.  So when calculating the angle from 
the left, count down from (left starting offset) – 180 – (angle per step) x (number of right steps). 

 
 
 



 
Figure 39.  This diagram shows the method for calculating the effective angle rotation.  The green line 

represents the pointer.  The red line is parallel to the outermost edge of the sonar (0.9375” from center).  
The blue line represents the effective angle of rotation of the sonar at approximately 170º. 

 
The distance is returned in millimeters.  Using these two values an occupancy grid can be filled.  The 
occupancy grid consists of a matrix with each “cell” starting out containing a zero.  As the sonar is “pinged” 
and the distance is returned the angle and distance are used to determine what cell contains the object the “ping” 
was bounced back from and a one is added to that cell.  This cell filling operation occurs for every “ping” of the 
sonar.  Multiple readings can be taken at the same angle and is actually beneficial.  This is because the 
occupancy grid represents the actual physical world, while the contents of the occupancy grid cells form a 
histogram (the occupancy grid is a 3-D histogram).  Thus the more times an object is hit by the “pings” and the 
distance and angle return the same cell location the more confidence we can have that there is an object at that 
location.  This in turn causes false positives to have lower occupancy value (value in the cell) and ideally will 
be “lost” into the noise as the true objects occupancy values become larger. 
 
Since we do not at this time have position encoders on the robots, we can not completely perform HIMM.  This 
goes back to detecting an object multiple times.  The standard method for HIMM involves taking range 
readings, moving, take range readings, and so on (this can be done while moving as well).  So as the ranges and 
angles change because the robot actually changed locations, the distance and angle values can result in an 
occupancy grid cell continuing to be selected giving a strong indication of an object being located there.  
Especially since the object was detected at the same location from two different “view points” (robot at two 
different positions).  Unfortunately, we can’t do this at the time I’m writing this, but simple maps can be 
constructed using the methods in the program map.cpp and my_HIMM.cpp.  The map.cpp program creates an 
occupancy grid where each cell represents one square centimeter in the real world.  An existing map can be 
loaded and added to but with out encoders the robot is always at the center of the map and so an existing map 
can only be used if the robot is actually at the center of the “world” that map was created from.  It is best to read 
the comments in map.cpp and my_HIMM.cpp and to use them as an example of how to perform HIMM (all be 
it limited currently).  The HIMM example code includes a makefile, Makefile_myHIMM, it is easiest to place 
map.cpp and my_HIMM.cpp in the same folder called “Parallel” as the servo files were placed. 
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5. Recommendations & Important Time Saving Options 

5.1  Sonar Mounting Bracket 
The sonar mounting bracket is not complicated, but if time is of the essence or you are not familiar/comfortable 
with “tweaking” things using power tools and hand tools I would strongly recommend simple purchasing the 
R208-DEVANTECH-HOUSING from Acroname at http://www.acroname.com/robotics/parts/R208-
DEVANTECH-HOUSING.html .  I did not come across this till recently after I had constructed my own.  This 
“store bought” sonar mount is quite inexpensive, comes with all the necessary hardware to attach the sonar and 
the servo armature.  If you purchase on of these simple mount the sonar on the opposite side as shown in the 
pictures of the store bought mount at the afore mentioned website.  All of the servo mounting and servo 
armature to servo motor shaft alignment as described in this document will be exactly the same.  The servo 
motor can still be purchased in Knoxville from HobbyTown USA and will cost far less than the ones you may 
find at various “robot” online stores that come with a sonar mounting bracket 

5.2  Digital Potentiometer Maximum Resistance 
The digital pot I used was the 10kΩ version.  After I constructed the circuit I found that I had only 110º of 
rotation instead of the desired 180º.  After testing to locate the source of this, I determined that due to the 
tolerances and the parasitic resistances and capacitances of the circuit I could not generate the duty cycle 
necessary.  By adding different resistor values in series or parallel with the digital pot I could rotate to the 
positions I was not reaching i.e. further to the right than 36º  or further left than 34º, but this was only in one 
direction.  If I gained in one direction I lost from the opposite direction. 
 
However, there is a simple solution to this problem the DS1669 digital potentiometer comes in a 10kΩ, 50kΩ, 
and a 100kΩ versions.  All three versions have identical packages and pin layouts.  If for example we 
substituted a 50kΩ for the 10kΩ then the servo could be panned through 180º.  Actually, the HS-311 can pan 
more than 180º and so the 50kΩ digital pot would allow access to the maximum possible range the servo can 
offer.  However there is a downside, there is now more resistance to cover but it is still divided in to just 64 
increments.  This would mean that not all of the steps would be utilized, and each step would result in a much 
larger rotation. 
 
I have devised a straight forward solution to the decrease in “resolution” that would result.  By placing a 
standard resistor in parallel with the high and low terminals of the digital pot, the resistance when the pot is at 
its maximum can be controlled.  For example if the 50kΩ digital pot is used and a 33kΩ resistor is placed in 
parallel then the maximum obtainable resistance is 19.88kΩ, so when the digital pot is 0Ω the parallel 
combination is still 0Ω.  This maintains the rotation in both “directions” while providing finer resolution per 
unit of the digital pot.  The resistor placed in parallel that will provide 180º or more of rotation will need to be 
found experimentally.  I created a table in a spreadsheet which calculated the maximum possible resistance 
using only standard resistor values in combination with the 10kΩ, 50kΩ, and 100kΩ DS1669 versions.  I highly 
recommend doing so if you intend to determine which DS1669 version and what standard resistors to test. 

http://www.acroname.com/robotics/parts/R208-DEVANTECH-HOUSING.html
http://www.acroname.com/robotics/parts/R208-DEVANTECH-HOUSING.html
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6. Software 

6.1 Servo Header File (Servo.h) 
//Servo.h - header for Servo.cpp 
// 
// Description: Class to use the parallel port to pan a standard servo 
//              approximately 180 degrees (the circuit is limited by the 
//      the digital potentiometer.  In the unit on MSP-4(blue 
//      one) pans ~130 to 140 degrees.) 
// 
// Operation Details: Control(0)[pin 1] is used to increment the digital 
//              pot's resistance up 1/64th of the total linear resistance, 
//    which turns the servo 1.72 degrees counter-clockwise. 
//                Control(1)[pin 14] is used to decrement the digital pot's 
//              resistance down 1/64th of the total linear resistance, 
//              which turns the servo 1.72 degrees clockwise. 
//                For details of the Servo driver circuit see: 
//   http://www.seattlerobotics.org/encoder/200210/servoex/ServoExcerciser.htm 
//                For details of the digital potentiometer operation (which 
//              directly controls the rotation of the servo) see: 
//   http://www.maxim-ic.com/quick_view2.cfm/qv_pk/2748  (Quick Synopsis) 
//   http://pdfserv.maxim-ic.com/en/ds/DS1669.pdf  (Datasheet) 
// 
// NOTE: the two control pins used are inverted AND the digital pot is active low. 
//        NOTE: Down == Clockwise == Right  and  Up == Counter-Clockwise == Left 
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
//            SERVO ROTATION CLOCKWISE(CW) AND COUNTER-CLOCKWISE(CCW) 
//                 IS DEFINED AS SHOWN IN THIS DIAGRAM 
//              Down == Clockwise   Up == Counter-Clockwise 
//        
//           Counter-Clockwise                   Clockwise 
//                /                                 \ 
//              \/_             Front               _\/   
//                               |--|<--Servo 
//                           ------------ 
//                          -|          |- 
//              Left-side  | |          | |  Right-side 
//                          -|          |-  
//                           ------------ 
//                               Back 
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// 
//              Call openParallelPort() BEFORE instantiating a servo object. 
// 
// Guidance:    For a pinout of the parallel port, see 
//              http://claymore.engineer.gvsu.edu/~brogdonc/home.html 
//              and for a good tutorial on parallel port programming 
//              under Linux, see the Linux documentation project 
//              http://www.tldp.org/HOWTO/IO-Port-Programming.html 
// 
// Notes:       Compile with g++ -O2 flag 
//              
// Updates:     See Servo.cpp, Sonar.h, and Sonar.cpp 
// 
// Original Author:  Austin Albright aalbrig1 AT utk.edu 
// Original Date: 30-Apr-2006 
#ifndef SERVO_H_ 
#define SERVO_H_ 
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class Servo{ 
 
  public: 
    Servo(){};              // constructor 
    ~Servo(){};             // destructor 
     
//  METHODS 
//  Remember: Down == Clockwise  == Right & Up == Counter-Clockwise == Left 
 
    void centerServo();     // Centers the servo so that the sonar is 
                            // "looking" straight ahead 
 
    void Servo::maxLeft();  // Rotates the servo from its current position till 
                            // it is as far Left (CCW) as it can rotate.  
                             
    void Servo::maxRight(); // Rotates the servo from its current position till 
                            // it is as far Right (CW) as it can rotate. 
      
    void stepUp();          // Rotate the servo 1.72 degrees to the Left (CCW) 
    void stepDown();        // Rotate the servo 1.72 degrees to the Right (CW) 
     
    
  private: 
     
}; 
 
#endif /*SERVO_H_*/ 

6.2 Servo Driver Code (Servo.cpp) 
//Servo.cpp - Servo source file. See Servo.h for description. 
// 
// Notes: inb()/outb() calls take ~1us each: used as timing 
// 
// NOTE: Down == Clockwise == Right   Up == Counter-Clockwise == Left 
// 
// Updates: 
//     Date       Author        Modification 
// 30-Apr-2006  Austin Albright   Original version. 
 
#include "Servo.h" 
#include "Parallel.h" 
 
#include <cstdio> 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <sys/io.h> 
#include <sys/time.h> 
 
using namespace std; 
 
//STEP_UP_MASK is bit 0 (of 8 of status) 
//STEP_DOWN_MASK is bit 1 (of 8 of status) 
#define STEP_UP_MASK 0x01 
#define STEP_DOWN_MASK 0x02 
 
 
void Servo::centerServo() { 
//  NOTE:  Down == Clockwise == Right 
//  NOTE:  Up == Counter-Clockwise == Left 
  int Run = 0; 
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  // Move the servo as far Left (CCW) as it will go 
  this->maxLeft(); 
   
  // Since we now are sure of the servo's orientation we will center it 
  while (Run < 30) { 
    this->stepDown(); 
    Run++; 
  } 
  printf("The Servo is now Centered looking forward.\n"); 
} 
 
 
void Servo::maxRight(){ 
//     Down == Clockwise == Right 
  int un = 0;  R
  while (Run < 65) { 
    this->stepDown(); 
    Run++; 
  } 
  Run = 0; 
//  The following block of code leaves the signal active for 
//  7 seconds which will cause the servo to turn fully to the 
//  right regardless of its current position.  This is slower 
//  than doing 64 single step 'Down's as in the section above. 
/* 
*  int command; 
*    
*  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
*  command &= ~STEP_DOWN_MASK;  // set bit-1 to 0, won't move 
*  outb(command, BASEPORT + 2); 
*   
*  usleep(1100);  // leave current state for 1.1msec 
*   
*  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
*  command |= STEP_DOWN_MASK;   // set bit-1 to 1, does move 
*  outb( command, BASEPORT + 2); 
*   
*  usleep(7000000);  // leave current state for 7sec 
*   
*  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
*  command &= ~STEP_DOWN_MASK;  // set bit-1 to 0, won't move 
*  outb(command, BASEPORT + 2); 
*   
*  usleep(500);  // leave current state for 0.5msec 
*/ 
} 
 
void Servo::maxLeft(){ 
//     Up == Counter-Clockwise == Left 
  int Run = 0; 
  while (Run < 65) { 
    this->stepUp(); 
    Run++; 
  } 
  Run = 0; 
//  The following block of code leaves the signal active for 
//  7 seconds which will cause the servo to turn fully to the 
//  right regardless of its current position.  This is slower 
//  than doing 64 single step 'Up's as in the section above. 
/* 
*  int command; 
* 
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*  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
*  command &= ~STEP_UP_MASK;  // set bit-0 to 0, won't move 
*  outb(command, BASEPORT + 2); 
*   
*  usleep(1100);       // leave current state for 1.1msec 
*   
*  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
*  command |= STEP_UP_MASK;        // set bit-0 to 1, does move 
*  outb( command, BASEPORT + 2); 
*   
*  usleep(7000000);       // leave current state for 7sec 
*   
*    // Doesn't Move   
*  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
*  command &= ~STEP_UP_MASK;       // set bit-0 to 0, won't move 
*  outb(command, BASEPORT + 2); 
*   
*  usleep(500);       // leave current state for 0.5msec 
*/     
} 
 
 
void Servo::stepUp(){ 
//    Up == Counter-Clockwise == Left 
  int command; 
     
  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
  command &= ~STEP_UP_MASK;  // set bit-0 to 0, won't move 
  outb(command, BASEPORT + 2); 
   
  usleep(1100);  // leave current state for 1.1msec 
   
  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
  command |= STEP_UP_MASK;  // set bit-0 to 1, does move 
  outb( command, BASEPORT + 2); 
   
  usleep(2000);  // leave current state for 2msec 
   
  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
  command &= ~STEP_UP_MASK;  // set bit-0 to 0, won't move 
  outb(command, BASEPORT + 2); 
   
  usleep(500);  // leave current state for 0.5msec 
 
} 
 
void Servo::stepDown(){ 
//    Down == Clockwise == Right 
  int command; 
    
  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
  command &= ~STEP_DOWN_MASK;  // set bit-1 to 0, won't move 
  outb(command, BASEPORT + 2); 
   
  usleep(1100);  // leave current state for 1.1msec 
   
  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
  command |= STEP_DOWN_MASK;  // set bit-1 to 1, does move 
  outb( command, BASEPORT + 2); 
   
  usleep(2000);  // leave current state for 2msec 
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  command = inb( BASEPORT + 2); 
  command &= ~STEP_DOWN_MASK;  // set bit-1 to 0, won't move 
  outb(command, BASEPORT + 2); 
   
  usleep(500);  // leave current state for 0.5msec 
 
} 

6.3 Servo Calibration Code (servoCalibration.cpp) 
// For "calibrating" and aligning a servo armature with the servo motor shaft. 
// Also can be used to test a servo and the servo class. 
// 
// Original Author: Austin Albright (aalbrig1 AT utk.edu) 
// Original Date: 30-Apr-2006 
 
#include "Parallel.h" 
#include "Servo.h" 
#include <iostream> 
#include <cstdio> 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <cstring> 
 
using namespace std; 
 
void sigproc(int); 
 
int main(){ 
 
  Servo* s; 
     
  openParallelPort(); 
  s = new Servo(); 
   
  /********* Handle ctrl-c ***************************/ 
  signal(SIGINT, sigproc); 
  ************************************************/ /***
  char keypressed; 
  int numDown = 0; 
  int numUp = 0; 
 
  cout << "" << endl; 
  cout << "   Ctrl+C to exit properly  " << endl; 
  cout << "" << endl; 
  cout << " Press j for step to the Right" << endl; 
  cout << " Press k for step to the Left" << endl; 
  cout << " Press d to move fully to the Right" << endl; 
  cout << " Press u to move fully to the Left" << endl; 
  cout << " Press c to Center the servo" << endl; 
  cout << " Press t to test all operations" << endl; 
     
  while(1){ 
 
//  Down == Clockwise == Right 
//  Up == Counter-Clockwise == Left 
 
    cin >> keypressed; 
    if (keypressed == 'j') { 
      s->stepDown(); 
      numDown++; 
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      usleep(10000); // Pause 10msec 
      if (numDown % 2 == 0) { 
        printf("Num Steps to Left = %i\n", numDown); 
      } 
    } 
     
    if (keypressed == 'k') { 
      s->stepUp(); 
      numUp++; 
      usleep(10000); // Pause 10msec 
      if (numUp % 2 == 0) { 
        printf("Num Steps to Right = %i\n", numUp); 
      } 
    } 
     
    if (keypressed == 'u') { 
      s->maxLeft(); 
      numDown = 0; 
      usleep(10000); // Pause 10msec 
    } 
     
    if (keypressed == 'd') { 
      s->maxRight(); 
      numUp = 0; 
      usleep(10000); // Pause 10msec 
    } 
 
    if (keypressed == 'c') { 
      s->centerServo(); 
      numUp = 0; 
      numDown = 0; 
      usleep(10000); // Pause 10msec 
    } 
     
    if (keypressed == 't') { 
      printf("Turn as far Right (CW) as it can\n"); 
      s->maxRight(); 
     
      printf("Pause for 1.4 second\n"); 
      usleep(1400000); 
    
      printf("Step Left 6 times\n"); 
      s->stepUp(); 
      usleep(100000); // Pause 100msec, so you can actually tell 
      s->stepUp();  // the difference between steps 
      usleep(100000); // Pause 100msec 
      s->stepUp(); 
      usleep(100000); // Pause 100msec 
      s->stepUp(); 
      usleep(100000); // Pause 100msec 
      s->stepUp(); 
      usleep(100000); // Pause 100msec 
      s->stepUp(); 
      usleep(100000); // Pause 100msec 
     
      printf("Pause for 1.4 second\n"); 
      usleep(1400000); 
    
      printf("Step Right 3 times\n"); 
      s->stepDown(); 
      usleep(100000); // Pause 100msec 
      s->stepDown(); 
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      usleep(100000); // Pause 100msec 
      s->stepDown(); 
      usleep(100000); // Pause 100msec 
     
      printf("Pause for 1.4 second\n"); 
      usleep(1400000); 
     
      printf("Center the Servo\n"); 
      s->centerServo(); 
       
      printf("Pause for 1.4 second\n"); 
      usleep(1400000); 
      printf("Turn as far Left (CCW) as it can\n"); 
      s->maxLeft(); 
       
      printf("Test Complete\n"); 
      printf("Re-Centering the Servo\n"); 
      s->centerServo(); 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
void sigproc(int no) { 
  cout << "Ctrl-c Pressed...Quitting Servo Calibration/Test << endl; 
  exit(0); 
} 

6.4 Servo Makefile (Makefile_Servo) 
#Makefile 
 
CC = g++ 
CFLAGS = -O2 -g 
EXECUTABLES = servoCalibration 
INCLUDE = -I../include 
LIB = -L../lib 
 
all: $(EXECUTABLES) 
 
clean: 
 rm -f *.o $(EXECUTABLES) 
 
Parallel.o: Parallel.cpp 
 $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c Parallel.cpp $(INCLUDE) 
  
Servo.o: Servo.cpp 
 $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c Servo.cpp $(INCLUDE) 
  
servoCalibration: servoCalibration.o Parallel.o Servo.o 
 $(CC) -g -o servoCalibration servoCalibration.o Parallel.o Servo.o 
  
servoCalibration.o: servoCalibration.cpp 
 $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c servoCalibration.cpp $(INCLUDE) 
 



Appendix A. 
Additional views of the sonar bracket with and without the sonar attached. 
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Appendix B. 
 

Circuit Board Top, Side, and Bottom images “aligned” to show an efficient layout of the 
ground and +5 volt nodes. 
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Appendix C. 
 

 
The flowchart for “stepping” the DS1669 digital potentiometer resistance value.  UC stands for “Up 

Contact” and increments the resistance value up, likewise DC stands for “Down Contact” and 
decrements the resistance value down.  

 [Page 7 of the DS1669 datasheet, http://pdfserv.maxim-ic.com/en/ds/DS1669.pdf ] 
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